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TECHNICAL NOTE 3920
EFFECT OF SPKNWISE VARIATIONS IN GUST INTENSITY ON TEE
LIFT DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC TURHKXNCE
E& Franklin W. Diederich and
sulm!lRY
Joseph A. Drischler
The method presented in NACA TN 3910 for calculating the effect of
spanwise variations in gust intensity on the statistical characteristics
of the response of,an airplane to continuous random atnmspheric turbulence
is used herein to calculate the effect of these variations on the lift
directly due to turbulence. Both the horizontal and the vertical ccnn-
ponents of turbulence for both swept and unswept wings are considered.
Several analytic approxtitions to the correlation functions and power
spectra of atmospheric turbulence and several spanwise weighting functions
(span loadings) me used in these calculations.
l The averaging effect of the spsm on the lMt is shown to be very
similar for
the various
.
for various
the normal and the longitudinal components of twbulence, for
span loadings and turbulence spectra considered herein, and
angles ,ofsweepback.
INTRODUCTION
The local fluctuations of air velocity experienced by am airplane
flying through atnmspheric turbulence constitute a random process. H
the fluctuations are assum-edto be stationary in a statistical sense,
that is, if the statistical characteristics of the turbulence sre assumed
to be substantially invariant along the fltght path, the techniques of
generalized harmonic analysis may be used to calculate the airplane
responses. (See ref. 1, for instance.)
ti this approach the assumption has generally been made implicitly
that the gust intensity at any one instant is substantially the same at
all points on the wing. When spanwise variations in gust intensity are
to be taken into account, the statistical problem becomes more difficult
l. inasnmch as the input process is now multidimensional and the conventional
, techniques of generalized harmonic analysis can no longer be used directly.
w This problem has been treated in references 2, 3, and 4, and the
results of some calculations were presented in references 2 and 3. These
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.
results indicate the magnitude of the effect “ofspanwise variations in
instantaneous gust intensity on some airp,laneresponses, including the
liftl
l
However, these results were very limtted iriscope inasmuch as
only one atmospheric spectrum and only one spanwise weighting function
were considered. Also, only spanwise variations in.the norual com-
ponent of atmospheric turbulence were considered.
— .
The purpose of this paler is to pres’entthe results of calculations
of the lift spectra and correlation functions for several spanwise
weighting functions and various atmmspher:ic_eyectra,both for the nor-
mal and the longitudinal components of turbulence. ti this end, the basic
relations for the lift correlation function and spectrum derived in ref-
erence 2 are restated and extended to the case of the longitudinal com-
ponent of turbulence. Several analytical ~ressions for the spectra
and weighting functions which have some of the desired characteristics
are then used to perform the calculations.
The turbulence is assumed to be stationary, homogeneous, and iso-
tropic (although the somewhat less restri~tive assun@ion of axisymu&ry
would suffice for almost,alL the calculationspresented herein, as in
refs. 2 and 3). Thus, the statistical characteristicsof the turbulence
is assumed to be invariant under a displacement of the time or space
origins, as well as under a rotation or inver-sionof the coordinate axes. %
b
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SYMBOLS; ““ r.
span
arbitrary parameter in the point ~one-dimensional) correlation
functions and power spectra bf case 6
wing l-if-b-curveslope
section lift coefficient
10Cd chord
average chord, S/b : -.
complete elliptic integral of the second kind
dhensional unsteady-lift influence function for indicial
gust penetration
A,
.
dimensional unsteady-lift function for indicial gust
penetration
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L
L+?
Lt
r
t
u
u
v
w
x
.
Y
. Y*
dimensional unsteady-lift function for sinusoiiialgust
penetration
Bessel functions of the first kind, order O and 1
complete elliptic integral of the first kind
modified Bessel functions of the second kind, order O and 1
incomplete modifi@ Bessel functions of the second kind,
order O and 1
integral of Ko
dimensionless
penetration
dimensionless
lift
unsteady-lift function for sharp-edged gust
frequency of wave number, &*/u
longitudinal integral scale of turbulence
lateral integral scale of turbulence
dynsmic pressure
wing area
dimensionless lateral displacement, q/L*
time
forward speed of airplane
longitudinal (horizontal) component of turbulence
lateral (side) component of turbulence
normal (vertical) component of turbulence
coordinate along the mean flight path
lateral coordinate
dimensionless lateral coordinate, ~
b/2
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.
angle of attack, radians
span ratio, b/L*
.
a
B
Y spanwise lift influence function (lift distribution for unit
angle of attack in reverse flow)
autoconvolution of 7
Fourier transform of 7
lateral displacement
dimensionless lateral displ.ac+ment,~
b/2
E longitudinal displacement
dimensionless longitudinal displacement, k/L*a
A angle of sweepback, deg
T time displacement, argument of time correlation function &.
point (one-dimensional)power :spectrm
.
single Fourier transform of @o-dimensional correlation
function (for isotropic turbulence, unless stated otherwise) ‘-
two-dimensional power spect~, double Fourier transform of
two-dimensional correlation‘function
two-dimensionalpower spectmm, double Fourier transform of _
two-dimensional correlationlfunction(for isotropic
turbulence)
dtiensionless unsteady-lift tiction for sinusoidal gusts “o
(Sears function) I
point (one-dimensional)correlation function
two-dimensional correlation f&ction
frequency of oscillation ! _u
dimensionless frequency, ub/2U
r
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Subscripts:
e effective (averaged)
L lift
u, v, w components of gust velocity
RASIC RECATIONS FOR THE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
AND SPECTRA OF THE LIFT
Normal Component of Turbulence
The material presented in this section is substantially identical
to the treatment of this subject in references 2 and 3 and is given here
primarily as a basis for the analysis of the longitudinal component of
turbulence in the following section.
—
Unswept wings.- The instantaneous value of the
mal component of turbulence can be written in terns
~esponse influence function h(t,y) as
—
Mft due to the nor-
of an indicial-
W1. Jb/2L(t) = h(t,y) w@@-tl),y) dy dtl
-b/2
(1)
As pointed out in reference 2, if the wing is unswept, the function h(tjy)
can be written as the product of a function which depends only on time and
a function which depends only on the distance along the span; that is,
h(t,y) =~hl(t) 7(Y) (2)
where
Ckqs d tlthi(t) =y—
()at ‘2 q
.
.
6and ~ is the unsteady-lift
with the steady-state value.
mm Km3920
b
function due to gust penetration normalized
The supersc~ip~–R refers to reverse flow .
and can be disregarded for unswept wings, ‘b@causethe lift distribution
of an unswept wing is the same in direct ipiireverse flow within the
ltiitations of linearized lifting-surface~theory.
Equation (1) can therefore be writteh as”
Hence, the correlation function for the lift can be written as
$L(T) = J“J“W
where VW i6 a two-dimensional correlation function defined by
.
where the bar designates sm average, whiah may be performed over time or
space, in view of the assumed stationarity slidhomogeneity. For turbu-
M
lence which is axisymetric or isotropic; this double correlation func-
tion can be expressed in terms of the point (one-dimensional)correlation
function as
—
—
VW(M) = (~)4-W E?+
(4)
If the effect of the spsmwise variation in gust intensity is not
taken into account, the double integral over the span in equation (3)
is replaced by b2 Ww@ (T+t~-t2)). Cons&quently, this integral repre-
sents, essentially, an l’averaged~tcorrel.btionfunction for the normal
component of velocity wwe which may be~u&d in the place of VW in
order to take into account spanwise var+tions in gust intensity.
With the use of equation (4) this ~ction can be “definedas
.:
n
.
,-
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.
and hence
WJT) = J: J: ‘(tl) ‘(t2) ‘we@~+tl-t2)) ‘tl ‘t2 (6)
The problem of obtaining VL from Wwe is identical to the one for
the case where spanwise variations in gust intensity are ignored and,
hence, tilJ not be considered herein; instead, attention will be confined
to the function $we(~).
The double integral of equation (5) csm be reduced to a single inte-
gral by introducing the function r(q) defined as the autoconvblution
of 7(y), namely
1(b/2)-qr(~) =: 7(Y) 7(Y+n) ‘Y
-b/2
~ terms of ttis function, equation (~) can be written as
(7)
In view of the symmetry of 7(y), the function I’(q) can also be
written as
[
(b/2)-q
r(~). =% 7(Y) 7(Y+v) ‘y
-7/2
(8)
and it must satis~ the property
, The power spectrum of the lift can be obtained by calculating the
Fourier transform of the correlation function given by equation (3);
namely,
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(lo)
where Hi(u) is the Fourier transform of: hi(t) and qwe(u) is an
‘taveragedftspect?nm which bears the same relation to the point spectrum
as the correlation function ~we does to $W and which is defined by
Jw%e(d =: e‘iw ~we(uT) dt
-m
f
w‘~~we(E)dE1=— e
fiu -~
.
(U)
The function Hi(u) represents the ~o~lex amplitude of the 33ft
response to sinusoidal gusts which are un;fo&n along the span and can A
be expressed as
—
-.—
.
where @ represent@ theunsteady-lift fuhction for sinusoidal gusts,
sometimes referred to as the Sears functi~n.~.=Asin the case of the - .= . .
correlation function, attention wi13 be c~nfined to qwe because the
manner of obtaining the lift spectmm frop it is straightforward. (See
eq. (10).) .—1
As pointed out in references 2 and 3, ti alternative method of
obtaining qwe consists in using two-dimensional spectra @w(u,q) and
5W(%W) defined for a general two-dime~~fonal correlation function
tw(~,~) as ! .,”.
(14 -
.
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k
and
.
For axisymnetric or isotropic turbulence,
and 5%7($-D%’) becomes a function & of only one variable,
@=v” q + ~ , this function can be obtained from Vw directly as
. fOnows :
.
The spectrum ~e(u) can then be obtained directly from the fol-
lowing expressions, instead of using equation (I-1):
or .
(14)
(15)
.
where I’(7) is the autoconvolution function defined in equation (8), ad
;(u) .is the Fourier transform of 7(y), namely
10
This
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(16)J’b/2 .f(u) = * e * 7(Y) @
-b/2 L
function is real and symmetric because 7(y) is symmetric.
Swept wings.- For a swept wing, equation (1) is replaced by
‘(t) = J“J“:‘(td
Whether the function h(t,y) can
tion (2) is not known at present.
( )wU(t-61)+ ylt@iYy @ dtl (17)
still ~ written in the form of equa-
However, in the following equation the
assun&ion is made that e-~tion (2) is sti~ valid. The a~eraged corre-
lation function $We(g) can then be wri~teri’as ..
“we(’)“&1;:c:‘(’J ‘(”)‘“(p(i’’l:!’’lq2q(’)2)Y’*’18) .
Inasmuch as y2 and yl no longer @p&ir only as the difference
(Y2 - Yl), equation (18) cannot be simplified to the form indicated by
..-
equation (7) and must in general be eval~ted’numerically.
-.
The spectrum ~e(u) csa thenbe ob~ainedby calculating (numerically)
the Fourier”transform of ~we. The direc$ efiressions for we given in
equations (14) and (15) are not valid for:the swept wing.
+
Longitudinal Component o~ T?u@ulence
Unswept winRs.- The instantaneousvalue of the lift due to the longi-
tudinal component of turbulence can be written as
-
whe”rethe function h(t,y) is the same i@icial-response influence @c-
tion as the one used in equation (1), projided that the angle of attack a
is constant along the span. .
The correlation function for this lift~_a be written in the form
of equation (3). However, equation (4) is riotvalid for the longitudinal
1
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component. Emtead, for sxisymaetrical turbulence the two-dimensional
.
correlation function for the longitudinal component can be written in
terms of the point (one-dimensional)correlation function for the lon-
gitudinal and lateral components as follows:
E2 () 72$@’1) = — vu(m +— ()*v w (20)52 + 72 gp -1- Tp
If the function on the right side of eqution (20) is substituted
for VW (r)E2+q2 in equations (~) and (7), corresponding expressions for
the averaged correlation function ~we(~) are obtained in terms of the
sane functions 7(y) ~ r(q) US- previously, name3_Y
.
Similarly, if the same substitution is effected in e~tion (12), an
e~ression for ~u(m,q) is obtained; nsmely,
.
With this
spectrum
function
expression and the function I’(q) used previously, an averaged
q&(u) can then be obtained from eqyation (I-1.)by use of the
~%(~) or~ ~o} from equation (14) by use of ~u(a,~); thusj
Although a function ~u(~,~) can be calculated analogous to the func-
.
tion ~w(~,q), this function cannot be expressed in terms of
m
alone; therefore the advantages of this a~roach are largely lost.
.
From this spectrum ~(o), the lift due to the longitudinal component
of turbulence can then be obtained by use of the relation
12 ,_
q-L(uj = hu2 lH@)\ 2 q&(@
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(21)
As pointed out in reference 2, the lifts due to the normal and longi-
tudinal components of turbulence are statistically independent for iso-
tropic turbulence; consequently, the spectrum of the total lift due to
both components is the sumof the spectrq giyen by equations (10) and (21),.
Swept wings.- The analysis of the 1 ft on a swept wing due to the
normal component of turbulence can also i,ernodifi~ to apply to the
longitudinal component in a straigMfowd_fashion. The function $W
under the integral in equation (18) must ’be-replacedby
P + (!Y21 - M)tan A]2 * (R) ;(Y2 - Y1)2 * (~)
~2” u R2 v
where
and the evaluation of the resulting double
again be effected by numerical methods, As
from this function v%(~).
—
integral for ~%(~) must F
must the calculation of ~(a)
with the normal component
t~ turbulence is assumed to —
If, in the preceding section (dealing
of turbulence for swept and unswept wing$)
be only axisymmetric and not isotropic, the-functions ~v(~) ~d VW($}
are not identical; the relation between them depends on the variation of
the statistical characteristics of the t~b~ence in a direction perpen-
dicular to the ~-plane. However, if co@lete isotropy is assumed, *V “— -
and ~w are identical, and a definite r$lation exists between $Vj
VW, .- ___
and vu which will be given in the foll$nchg section; equation (10) can
then be expressed in terms of Wu aloneoh $W alone. However, little
practical advantage is gained in this ma$ner.
—.
WEIGHTING ~CTIONS ANDSPIKYIRAUSIII.IN THECKUXlIATIOlX3 x
Weighting Functions
.
The lift influence function 7(y), which has been identified with
the lift distribution due to unit angle Of attack in reverse flow, serves
..
.
NACA
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weighting function in the integral expression for 4W=> %& %e>
& ,in}erms of the point correl-ationfunctions and spectra. The
functions used herein for the purpose of indicating the effect of changes
in 7(y.) on the averaged correlation functions and spectra are given by
the simple analytic expressions listed in table 1 and are shown in fig-
ure 1; they will be referred to as rectangular, el13ptic, triangular, and
parabolic distribution, respectively. All functions satisfy the condition
J
b/2
7(Y) @=b
-b/2
which follows from the definition of 7(y). The function designated as
rectangular distribution is the one that has been used in references 2
and 3. The corresponding functions 17(q) and f(m) are also given in
table 1, and the function I’(q) is shown in figure 1..
For functions other than those considered herein (which can be
obtained for any given wing from reference 5 or a similar c~ilation
of spanwise lift distributions), the functions I’(q) and r(m) must be
calculated numerically. The integrating factors Iij given in table 2
have been found useful for calculating I’(q). These factors apply to
the case where values of 7(y) are used at evezy tenth of the semispan
and where I’(?) is obtained at every tenth of the span by use of the
relation
. with
where i=O, 1 . . . 9 and J =-9, -8 . . . 8, 9. The value of I’(b)
is always zero; therefore no factors are ltsted for i = 10. These fac-
tors apply to functions 7(y) which go to zero at the ying tips as the
square root of the distance from the tips, as spanwise lift distributions
in subsonic and supersonic flow usually do.
Point Correlation Functions and Spectra
General relations.- In isotropic turbulence the mean-square values
of the u, v, and w components of the turbulence are identical; that
14
is,
(for
each
This
tion
f13ght parallel to the u
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correlation:fictions for these components
component) ~an’
other by means of the relation gtven in
v~(~) = VW(E)
be expressed in terms of
reference 6; name~,
ordinary differential equation for .~u(~) with the boundary condi-
$U(0) ~ *W(0) Cm be solved to yield the follow~g ~ression:
(23)
Hence, the power spectra correspondingto these correlation func-
tions must satisfy the relation
.*.
[ .1q&.)) = * qlJD) - Lw&Ju)) (24) .
Moreover, the solution of this equation for__~(u) with the lxmndary
condition CPU(M)= O yields
TIE integral scales of turbulence L* and L~ are defined as
(25) ‘
.
--
.
15
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As a result of equation (22)
Lt +*
for isotropic turbulence, as cam be shown by integrating the second term
on the right side of eqyation (22) by parts. Also, as a result of eq--
tion (22), the moment of the lateral correlation function can be shown
to be zero; that is,
provided that ~w(~) goes to zero more rapidly than l/E2 when ~
becomes very large - a condition which any actual correlation function
must satisfy. This condition on the moment of ~w(~) implies that for
isotropic turbulence any actual lateral correlation function must be
negative for some values of ~.
Specific expressions used in calculations.- The point correlation
functions and smectra used in the calculations are listed in table 3.
The one labeled-’’case1“ is the one used previously in references 2-
and 3. Although the spectra do not have finite moments (so that the
mean-square values of the derivatives of u, v, and w are Infinite),
they appear to fit available experimental data on turbulence in the atmos-
phere and in wind tunnels fairly well, except at very high and very low
frequencies. At very low frequencies some of the responses of airplanes
are very small; thusj despite their theoretical shortcomings, these
spectra are often very useful.
The functions of case 2 are based on an exponential approximation
to the lateral correlation function and suffer not only from the short-
comings of the functions of case 1 but also violate the condition of zero
moment for the function ~w(~). However, case 2 represents some results
of turbulence measurements in wind tunnels fairly well. (See ref. 7,
for tistance.)
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The functions designated by case 3 @d case 4 represent fittings of
VU(E) and. VW(E), respectively,by funct~ons af the form e
-K~2
, so that
the spectra contain the factor e
-K’&
Although the functions of case 4
violate the condition of zero moment f& ‘$w(~), both cases may be used
to represent all or part of some wind-tunhel meastiments of turbulence.
(See ref. 8.) Furthernmre, turbulence t~ory (ref. 9, for instance) indi-
cates that a certain frequency range of the turbulence spectrum should con.
taina factor e-K’&.
The spectnm ~(m) of case ~ represents, essentially, an interpola-
btion formula suggested in reference 10, w ere for a certain frequency
range, the three-dimensional (Heisenberg)spectrum of isotropic turbulence
[ ($$1-1”6
is assumed to be proportional to U4 1 + so that the corre-
sponding one-dimensional spectrum ~’(m) :usti”herein would be proportional” -
,.
p -5/6
[ 01
to l+- % . The cons-tentof pr
%
& ortionality can be determined
.,
from the-fact that ~u(0) = ~, and the constant ~, catibe related to
the scale of turbulence. The res~ti~ expression for VU(5) is the
one given in table 3; the other expressions then follow from equation (22)
and the definitionsof the spectra. The ’constant0.59253 represents “-
34 1
T/q )- , and the constant 1.339 represents fir3. (~)/r(~), where I’repre-
sents the gama function. These correlation functibns violate the condi-
tions on the derivatives of a correlation function.or the moments of its
spectrum, just as the ones of case 1 do; but for “acertain y-e of dis-
tances or frequencies, they may serve as.tiseful~pproximations in some
instuces.
,.
Case 6 represents case 1 with a correction which makes the second
moment of the spectra finite; consequently,the mean-square values-of
the first derivatives exist,‘a~$ho@.th&higher ti~nts. and, hence, the
mean-square values of the higher’derivat~ves-do not exist. The con-
stant C is arbitrary and can’be’”usedt~ select a frequency at which
the pint spectra start deviating from a:.se&&d-power variation with
frequency and decreasing more rapidly. bn’the.basis of”the measurements
reported in reference 1, a v@~ of C =:50 appears ap’proprlateand was
used in the calculations of the present @per.” The expressions given in
table 3 for case.6 are not entirely consistent With those”fo”rthe other
cases. In order to be consistent, a s~ofibe multipliedby (1 + C-2),
k’ should be divided by this quantity, ,md the e~ressions given for
VU(0) and ~(o) shofld be divided by this quantity. However, by virtue
.
.
.
$
.
M
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.
of the fact that this quantity differs from unity by only
for C = 50, this refinement has been ignored in order to
17
o.ok percent
simplify the
.
expressions it might have been worthwhile if a suller value of c had
been selected.
The normal point correlation functions considered herein are shown
in figure 2, the longitudinal point correlation functions in figure 3,
the normal point spectra in figure 4, and the longitudinal spectra in
figure ~. In all these figures, the point correlation functions and
spectra are given by the curves for ~ = O when not specifically referred
to as point correlation functions and spectra. The correlation functions
for case 6 with C!= ~ are virtually indistinguishable from those for
case 1, except for very small values of ~; tkt is, g/L* less than O.1.
Similarly, the spectra are indistinguishable except for very high fre-
quencies (uiL*/U greater than 50), for which the spectra of case 1
attenuate as .or2,whereas those of case 6 attenuate as m-4.
Which of these cases best represents the actual characteristics of
atnmspheric t~bulence is not known at present. Each case (except pos-
sibly cases 2 and 4) has some features which atmospheric turbulence is
likely to possess, but each also has certain shortcomings. Case 1, by
virtue of its simplicity and the fact that measured atmospheric spectra
have large ranges in which they appear to attenuate as 0-2, is probably
the best choice for calculations where the behavior of the spectra at
very high frequencies is not very important; when it is important, the
. correction represented by case 6 is likely to be s-ficient for many
PurPoses to take the more mpid rate of decrease of the spectra at high
frequencies into account.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two-Dimensional Spectra .,’
The two-dimensional spectra ~(m,q), &(m,q), and &(u) are
given in table 4 for five of the six point correlation functions and
spectra given-in table 3. &ain, for case 6 the values of k’ and of
the spectra ~(m,q) and ~(m,v) should be divided by 1 +,C-2, and
the value of &(m) should be ditided by the square of this quantity
if this refinement is considered worthwhile.
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Mean-Square Value of the Av&ag@ Ncmnal and Longitudinal
The mean-square
ponent of turbulence
Component of Tm%ulence .-
values of the averdged normal and longitudinal com-
defined by
and
have no direct physical significance. If the wing responds equally to
sinusoidal gusts of all frequencies, so that @(u) = 1, the mean-square
lift is proportional to these quantities, although for actual unsteady-
lift functions @(u) they have no direct relation to the lift. Nonethe-
less, they serve as convenient quantities to normalize the effective or
averaged correlation functions and will he used for that purpose. The
power spectra can also be normalized with t@m, but the point mean-sqwe .
value serves equally well for this Purpobe..
For isotropic turbulence the two quantities we2 and %2 can *
readily be shown to be identical for uns~pt wings; therefore a distinc-
tion is made between these quantities in,this section for swept wings
only.
The values of ~ calculated for %he various point spectra are
shown in figure 6(a) for unswept wings and rectangular loading as a
function of the span ratio b/L*. The analytical expressions for these
curves are given in table .5. The msmner in which we2 decreases with
increasing span may be seen to depend to’s large extent on the nature of
the point correlation functions for small span ratios (where ~ differs
)relatively Mttle from 7 . For very large spans (that is, as &m),
the fo~owing asymptotic relation can be shown to exist:
(26)
Therefore the curves shown in figure 6(b), with the exception of the one
labeled “elliptlc loading,” would tend to coalesce for very large span
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ratios. This region of span ratios is not of direct interest for air-
.
planes, but may be of interest for tests of the response of airplane
models to wind-tunnel turbulence.
For a swept wing, @ and ~ are not identical. They have been
calculated (rig. 6(a)) for rectangulm loading and the point correlation
function of case 1 for a span ratio b/L*cos A = 0.5 as a function of A.
(The angle A is there designated as the angle of sweepback, but could be
the angle of sweepforward as well.) They may be seen to differ relatively
little from each other or from their value at zero sweepback.
The effect of the shape of the loading function 7(Y) on ~ ~Y
I
——
be seen in figure 6(d)j where we2 W2 is shown as a function of b/L*
for unswept wings, for the point correlation function of case 1, and for
four different loading functions. For small span ratios the effect of
chsmges in 7 is fairly s~llj only for very large span ratios does the
effect become significant, as may also be seen from equation (26). Simi-
lar calculations have also been made numerically for the point correla-
tion function of case 5 for rectangular and e~iptic loadings; the results
are shown in figure 6(b) and corroborate the conclusion reached from the
results obtained with the point correlation functions of case 1.
Correlation Functions of the Averaged Components
The functions
of cases 1 to 5 for
of Turbulence
T4we =d v% calculated for the poimt correlations
unswept tigs with rectangdar loadings are shown in
figures 2 and 3, where they have been normalized with we2. The corre-
sponding analytical expressions are given in tables 5 and 6. Inasmuch as
no tables of incomplete modified Bessel functions were available, the func-
tions for cases 1 and ~ were calculated numerica~ and those”for case 2
were obtained from reference 7 where they were also calculated numerically.
The effect of the span ratio b/L* on the normalized correlation
tictions ~Y be seen *O b;o::: ;II=n ~d in SOIE cases ~lY n=e-
** for case 3 and $Ve . This effect appears to be sub-
stantiaHy the same on both W% and lrwe,as may be seen by comparing
figures 2(a) and 3(b). The nature of the’effect depends on the point
. correlation functions. For instance, in the range of ~/L* from O to 2,
the normlized functions Vwe tend to increase with P for cases 1, 2,
~, and 6, but to decrease or be unchanged for cases 3 and k. me func-
.
tions labeled ~m pertain to span ratios so large that wev is given
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by eqwtion (26) with sfificient accuracy and are, again, not directly
pertinent to actual airplanes but are shown primarily as a theoretical
limiting case.
The effective correlation f~ctions $We and $% for swept wings
with b/L*cos A = 0.5 and rectangular lqad.ingand for-the point corre-
lation functions of case 1 are shown in Figures T(a) and y(b). When
these functions are normalized tith we2 and ~2, respectively, they
are not affected by sweep to an appreciable‘extent. These effective
correlative functions were calculated from the integral expressions
given in this paper by use of a combination of numerical sad graphical
techniques.
Some calculations of.the effective correlation functions were also
made for elliptic span loading or weighting functions y(y), by use of
numerical methods and are shown in figures 2<a), 2(&), and 3(b). The
differences between them and those for r~ctangular loading may be seen
to be very smll if the functions are normalized tith ~.
Spectra of the Averaged Components of Turbulence
.
The functions we and ~ calc~ted for the various point corre-
lation functions for unswept wings with rectangular loadings are shown in “
figures 4 snd 5. h figures 4(b), k(g), and 5(c), these functions have
been normalized with ~, but in the other parts of tkse figures they-
have been normalized with ~ and thus re~resent directly the Fourier
transforms of the functions ~we and $% normalized with ~. The
analytic expressions for these functions~are given in tables 5 and 6.
An examination of these figures indicates that, regardless of whether
the spectrq”are normalized with ~ —or &, the effect of spanwise vari-
ations in gust intensity on the spectra ‘appearsto be larger than the
effect on the correlation functions. lh@m~gures 4(b) and 5(a) maybe
seen the fact that this averaging process tends to reduce the ma~itude
of the spectra at all frequencies, but to the largest extent at high
frequencies, as may be expected. For the point spectra of cases 1= ~,
and 6, which attenuate at high frequencies as U-2, ur5/3, and (D-4
W-8/3, and W-5,respectively, the effective spectra att~nu@e as a-3,
respectively. This fact may be seen from figures 4 and 5 and follows .—
from the asymptotic relation for warn:
—
(27)
.
r-
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and from a similar relation for &j for instance, for case 1 and rec-
tangular loading
%#10 3
7
.—..f—
—
w2L* U ~k13
whereas
qlJu$ ~ 3
—
I
V2
W%* u fik
Again, the nature of the effect of averaging is substantially the
same for
~ @ we, but appears to depend to some extent on the
point correlation function, the effect being fairly large for the @nt
correlation functions of cases 1, 2, ~, smd 6 and relatively small or
nil for those of cases 3 and 4.
The effect of sweep on the effective normal and longitudinal spectra
may be seen from figures 7(c) and T(d) to be very small for the given
Value b/L*cos A= 0.5, protided that the spectra are nornd.ized with we2
and %2, respectively. These spectra were calculated by performing the
Fourier transforms of $We and & for these cases numerically, and the
results of these calculations are somewhat uncertain at high frequencies.
Therefore these functions are showm ody for frequencies up to &*/u= 20
and may be valid only for mL*/U below about 10. 5e possibility exists,
therefore, that the spectra for swept wings differ from those for unswept
wings at very high frequencies, even when normalized tith ~.
The effect of changes in the shape of 7(y) on the effective spectra
may be seen from figure 4(g), where the spectra are shown for unswept wings
with b/L* = 0.5 and for the point correlation functions of case 1, but
for several loadings. ~ ~ order toThese spectra were normalized with w
emphasize the effects of the’shape of the loading. Even so, these effects
are small, except at very high frequencies, as may alsobe seen from equa-
tion (27). E the functions had been normalized with ~, these effects
would have been even less pronounced. For some other point correlation
functions, calculations have been made numerically for elliptic as well
as rectangular loadings. The results, normalized with ~, are shown
in figures 4(a), k(e), and 5(b) and may be seen to differ very little
from the corresponding ones for rectangular loading.
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Effective Scales of Turbulence
Effective or apparent scales of turbul’endecan be defined in a man-
ner analogous to that for the actual scales of turbulence, namely
and
= ;&q%(o)
%* ““
= ;L~e(o)
-z
‘e
.
These parameters may therefore be deduced from the relations for the
spectra given in tables 5 tid 6 for u = O. and are shown in figure 8
as functions of the span ratio b/L* for the various point correlation ,- .
functions used herein. Figures 8(b) and 8(d)~ertain to unswept wings,
and figures 8(a) and 8(c) pertain to swept;wingswith b/L*cos A = 0.5
and rectangular loading. 1I J—
.
The averaging effect of the span on thes~scales depe@ on the
point correlation functions and appears to,be_fairly ’su”ll“for8fi-ll-
,... _
span ratios; it is similar for both L*e and L*e. For instance, L~e
tends to increase as the span increases for the point correlation func-
.-
tions of cases 1, 2, 5, and 6 and to decrease for case 3; it is inde-
pendent of the span.for case 4.
A8 may be seen from figures 8(a) and ~(c) the effect of sweep on
Lte and L*e appears to be very snmll for giyen values of b/L*cos A.
Similarly, the effect of changes in the sh&pe of 7(y) on Lte and L*= ,
may be seen to be fairly small from figure’
~
8(b) and 8(d), where for some
point correlation functions results are sh ~“hot only for rectangular
loadings but also for elJ-iptic,parabdic,~ aid triangular loadings.
-.
. .-
1
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In figures 8(b) and 8(d) the rays for constant b/Lte /and b L*=
have been drawn in. The purpose of thts addition to the figures was to
facilitate the problem of determining a value of L* or Lt from lift
measurements on a wing of finite span. Ih this problem we and q&
can be deduced if the unsteady-lift function and the lift spectrum are
known. Hencej L*e or Lte is known, as is the span of the wing;
therefore, the ratio b/L*e /or b Lte is known. The intersection of
the ray for that ratio tith the curve for the case for which the shapes
of the averaged spectra most nearly resemble that of the spectrum obtained
/ /from the measurements establishes the values of Lte Lt or L*e L* ard
of b/L*, from any of which the value of L* can be determined directly.
CONCLUSIONS
The correlation functions and spectra for a suitably weighted
instantaneous average of the intensity of the normal and longitudinal
components of atmospheric turbulence have been calculated for isotropic
turbulence by the method of NACA TN 3910. Several analytic kxpressiong
were used for the point correlation functions or spectra and for the
lift influence function (weighting function). These averaged correla-
. tion functions and spectra besr the.same relation to those for the lift
as do the point correlation functions and spectra, except that they take
into account the instantaneous variations in gust intensity over the
span; whereas the use of the point correlation functions and spectra
implies that the gust intensity is assumed to be constant along the span
at any instant. Consequently, the following conclusions concerning the
averaged or effective gust intensity pertain directly to the power spec-
trum of the lift:
1. The effect of spanwise variations in gust intensity is to decrease,
essentially, the mean-sqmre gust intensity experienced by the wing. The
extent of this decrease is smll when the span is small, but increases as
the span increases; the rate at which it increases depends on the shapes
of the point correlation functions and of the weighting flmctions. The
effective mean-sqwe longitudinal and normal components are the mmne for
unswept wings (in isotropic turbulence) but differ slightly for swept
wings.
2. Apart from this overall decrease in level, the correlation func-
.
tions sre relatively insensitive to changes in span, protided that the
span is small compared with the scale of ,turbulenceas is the case for
. actual airplanes. The small changes in the shape of the correlation
functions depend primarily on the shape of the point correlation function
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and, to a lesser extent, on the shape of”the weighting functions and the
angle of–sweepback, and are sindlar for the normal and longitudinal com-
ponent”of turbulence.
.
3. The instantaneous spanwise variations in gust intensity result
in a decrease of the spectra at all frequencies, but nmst significantly
at the highest frequencies. The extent of this decrease becomes greater
as the span increases and depends on the~sh–p of the point power spectra,
but is less sensitive to variations in the s@nwise weighting function
and to the angle of sweepback, except at’ve~ ld.ghfrequencies; also this
decrease is similar for the normal and l&gitudinal corponent of turbulence.
4. The scales of turbulence are affdcted relatively little by changes ‘
in span, at least for spans which are sm@_l:comparedwith the scale of
turbulence. The slight changes in the scales depend primarily on the
point correlation functions or spectra tid may represent either an ticrease
or a decrease of the apparent scales; they are not affected appreciably by
the shape of the spanwise loading function and the angle of sweepback.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
.-
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., November 2; 1956.
.
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